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“Saul and Ananias: Change!”
Acts 9:1-20 July 1, 2018

Since 1939, Christian Century magazine has featured an 
occasional series titled, “How My Mind Has Changed,” which 
asks pastors, theologians, writers, and thinkers to reflect on 
their struggles, questions, and hopes, and as people of faith and 
how their lives and convictions have been transformed by life 
experience. A couple of years ago, a collection of these essays was 
published in book form, and I have enjoyed reading them and 
reflecting on the message they send to the contemporary church. 
Above all, their very existence suggests, not unremarkably, that 
minds can change. Even thoughtful, faithful, and brilliant minds. 
In a time when one whose mind has changed is harangued as a 
shifty flip-flopper, it is good to be reminded that to change is 
often to grow, and that immobility can be a sign of resistance 
to God’s Spirit. In his essay for the series, Scott Cairns describes 
the transformation in his thinking that has taken place as a 
result of being part of communities of faith that have challenged 
his individualistic outlook. He closes the essay, titled “Lives 
Together,” with powerful words: “As I continue to discover more 
fully day by day, this journey toward wholeness is not something 
that one is able to undertake alone. Fellow travelers aren’t simply 
a welcome luxury; they are crucial to our bearing our crosses as we 
seek to follow God.”

I find these words deeply meaningful to the life of faith in the 
second decade of the twenty-first century. It is no secret nor is it 
debatable that we live in a time of profound and harmful division 
in nearly every realm of culture and society. Everywhere we turn, 
there are reminders that we must choose between competing 
convictions, dig our heels in to the position we have chosen, and 
demonize our newly discovered enemies. This kind of bifurcated 
polarization creates sharp dividing lines between right and 
wrong, true and false, good and bad, sacred and profane. That 
last dichotomy suggests that the tear in our united fabric has 
even reached the community of faith, from local congregation to 
national denomination we struggle to maintain unity when the 
world around us suggests that we must choose between being on 
the right side of the debate or being in relationship with those 
who differ from us.

Saul. Faithful and devout, committed to the purity of tradition. 
We meet him first watching over the coats of those who stoned 
Stephen for his public profession of faith in Jesus. Saul is proud 
to be there and supportive of the execution. In fact, Saul himself 
becomes a passionate persecutor of Christians. Acts gives us an 
unambiguous picture, “Saul was ravaging the church by entering 

house after house; dragging off both men and women, committing 
them to prison.” That’s why he is going to Damascus that fateful 
day, to find followers of the Way, early Christians, and bring them 
to Jerusalem for trial.

His story takes a radical turn on the road to Damascus. Without 
warning, a light from heaven flashes around him, Saul falls to the 
ground, a voice calls out, “Saul, Saul…why do you persecute me?” 
Saul has studied his scripture. He knows the stories of divine 
intervention, many of which involve blinding lights and booming 
voices. So he asks, “Who are you, Lord?” “I am Jesus, whom you 
are persecuting.” At that, Saul loses his eyesight and his appetite. 

Saul’s is a dramatic and total conversion. He had been pursuing 
and condemning those whom he believed to be the enemies of 
God. In so doing, he had become an enemy of God’s expansive 
grace. It was that grace that found him on the road, that picked 
him up and turned him around, that changed him utterly. This is 
a story of how grace changes us. I will never forget the words of 
a mentor, an Old Testament professor and minister, well into his 
eighties now. I was a college sophomore, struggling with questions 
of how to know who belongs. Dr. Wintermute simply asked: “Do 
you really think it is possible to overestimate the love of God?” 
The answer, Paul learns, is no. When we presume to draw dividing 
lines around God’s love, we are missing the mark.

Though his story is not as dramatic, there is another character 
whose conversion is described in this montage. Ananias. A faithful 
disciple of Jesus, a follower of the Way. God calls to him and 
Ananias answers as the ancient prophets, “Here I am, Lord.” God 
then gives Ananias very clear directions: take Straight street to 
Judas’ house and look for a man from Tarsus, name of Saul. He’ll 
be looking for you. Well, Ananias has heard stories about Saul 
of Tarsus. He has heard of the violent persecutions of Christians 
and Saul’s starring role. Ananias must have wondered what in 
the world God was thinking. This call seemed both foolish and 
dangerous. And so, without directly declining, Ananias makes 
sure to clarify the command from God. 

But God’s call is clear—God means to transform both Saul and 
Ananias, and so the Lord responds: “Go…I’ve have chosen Saul as 
an instrument of proclamation. Trust me.”

And, in that moment, Ananias too is converted. Verse thirteen: 
“Lord, I have heard about this man.” Verse seventeen: “Brother 
Saul, the Lord Jesus has sent me to you.” From skepticism to 
acceptance, from fear to hospitality, from stranger to brother. 
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What are we to learn from the conversions of Saul and 
Ananias? That depends where we find ourselves in the story, I 
think. All month, we have been reading these wonderful stories 
of God’s persistent call to ordinary human beings…clay jars 
trusted to hold the treasure of God’s truth. We’ve heard again 
the stirring commands to go where we are sent, to listen for God’s 
voice, to speak the faith we hold, to follow boldly where Jesus 
leads. Perhaps we have discovered again that storytelling is the 
most powerful means of sharing our faith, that these ancient 
stories are not so ancient after all.

Whether you come today as a seeker, a skeptic, or a lifelong 
believer, this story from the Book of Acts is for you. Because the 
truth is we are all in need of change, and the narrative before 
us provides two distinct and powerful examples. Conversion is 
about change, and change is hard. We see it in both conversion 
stories in Acts chapter nine.

Sometimes, like Saul, we need the blinding light and the 
booming voice. We need a total change of heart. We need to be 
turned around. Saul’s story reminds us that we never fall beyond 
the safety net of God’s grace, that it is never too late for us to turn 
our lives around or commit ourselves to what matters the most. 

Sometimes, like Ananias, we need the gentle but firm call to 
open our hearts to a new possibility Maybe the one whom you 
have labeled an enemy of God can teach you something about 
God’s love. Maybe we need to expand our view, widen our 
perspective on God’s unconditional grace.

Saul is the one who is baptized that day, but both men are 
converted. Scales fall from two sets of eyes. Both Ananias and 
Saul are filled with the power of God’s grace and given the difficult 
call to change, to open their hearts and their minds to another 
possibility. Maybe those Christian disciples are not enemies but 
children of the same God whom I worship? Maybe that man is 
not an enemy but a brother? You see the power of conversion to 
open us up to new possibilities? Maybe the one whom you have 
labeled an enemy of God can teach you something about God’s 
love. Maybe we need to change. The truth is that conversion is 
the whole story of our lives. Christians, like churches and plants, 
are not living if they are not growing. 

Perhaps you’ve heard the story about the group of construction 
workers who gathered daily for lunch on the worksite. Every 
single day, when they did, one of them would open his lunch pail, 
examine the contents, and voice this complaint: “Same old turkey 
sandwich! I’m so tired of turkey sandwiches; I hate turkey! I’d 
give anything for a different sandwich someday!” “Well,” his co-
worker finally suggested, “why don’t you ask your wife to make 
you a different sandwich?” To which the man answered, “My 
wife doesn’t make the sandwiches…I do.”

I will confess, I’ve had moments of deep doubt this week as 
we watch trenches being dug for the next battle, personal attacks 
launched like rhetorical missiles, sides clearly drawn with no 

room for conversation. All of this as real human beings suffer real 
pain and loss. It can be hard to imagine genuine change in the 
direction of God’s kingdom. 

But that’s not all that has happened this week. Each day, when 
I walked into the atrium of Second Presbyterian Church with my 
son Sam, we were greeted by the sounds of laughter, song, and holy 
chaos as Vacation Bible School took over our campus. On Monday 
afternoon, we gave thanks to God for the life of a good man who 
lived his faith here as a choir member and servant to others. On 
Wednesday afternoon Brian Shivers introduced me to the work of 
the Center for Interfaith Cooperation and I heard of its powerful 
voice for understanding in these troubled times. On Thursday 
morning, I visited with a member in hospice care who expressed 
his deep gratitude for the care this church has offered him and his 
family. And all along the way, I had innumerable conversations 
with members and friends of this faith community who are doing 
humbly and faithfully doing what they can to respond to God’s 
call and make a difference in this community and beyond. And 
I thought, this is how change happens. One encounter at a time, 
one bag of groceries, one pint of blood, one pair of shoes, one cup 
of coffee, one warm embrace, one silly song. 

One unlikely pair. Saul and Ananias, drawn together by God’s 
call, profoundly changed by an encounter with a perceived enemy. 
If God can join these two in ministry, well, anything is possible. 

I love the words of Anne Lamott, reflecting on her own unlikely 
conversion story. She writes, “I do not at all understand the 
mystery of grace–only that it meets us where we are but does not 
leave us where it found us.” i

Thanks be to God. We can change. Amen.

 
__________________________

iIbid., 143.


